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Abstract To improve interface adhesion between anode

film and Cu foil, ultrafast laser structuring was imple-

mented to construct dot patterns with a variety of periodic

spacing (25, 50, and 75 lm) on Cu foil. The microstructure

and electrochemical performance of anode films coated on

those structured Cu foils were characterized. It was shown

that adhesive force of the electrodes increased as periodic

distance between the dots on the Cu foil decreased. Com-

parison of XRD patterns of the wet slurries with the dried

anode films showed that after drying in the case of 50 lm
period dot structured Cu foils the most graphite particles

were aligned with the c-axis, vertical to the Cu foil surface.

EIS, CV, and rate capability measurements confirmed that

the anode film on the 50 lm dot period Cu foil had the

lowest impedance, strongest lithiation and de-lithiation

peaks, and highest discharge capacity. The cycling test

carried out under C/2 rate confirmed that the cells with the

50 lm dot interval Cu foil showed the highest capacity

retention. We inferred that this was due to the relatively

shorter diffusive path in the anode due to vertical orienta-

tion of more graphite particles against the laser structured

Cu foil.
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1 Introduction

Due to anode swelling, especially during repeated cycling,

detachment of anode films from current collectors has been

a long-term issue in lithium-ion batteries [1, 2]. Silicon has

been investigated as anode material for the next generation

of lithium-ion batteries; however, its massive volumetric

expansion hinders its commercialization in the near future.

Stronger binders for improving the adhesive force of anode

films have been investigated, and a series of new polymers

such as PAA (polyacrylic acid) have been confirmed to

enhance the adhesive force among silicon particles [3–5].

On the other hand, modification of current collectors (Cu
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foils) provides an alternative solution for improving the

interfacial adhesion between the powders of the active

materials and Cu foil.

Ultrafast laser is a powerful tool to realize surface

structuring at micro- and nanometer scales of metallic,

polymer, and ceramic substrates, and has been developed

successfully and extensively on different substrates and for

different applications [6]. Our previous researches on the

treatment of Al foils by ultrafast laser have confirmed the

increase of adhesive force of cathode films [7–12]. Another

result showed that laser structuring of LiCoO2, LiNixCoy-
Mn1–x -yO2, LiNixMn1-xO3, and LiFePO4 electrodes con-

tributed to a substantial increase of their high-C rate

performance and cycling behavior, which helps to develop

them into three-dimensional electrodes for enhanced elec-

trochemical kinetics.

Current research is focused on the quantitative evalua-

tion of electrochemical performance to identify the most

appropriate electrode structuring via ultrafast laser ablation

for state-of-the-art and next generation electrode materials.

This kind of approach will be up-scaled and transferred to

lithium-ion battery production with large areal footprints

and lines. However, ultrafast laser ablation might impose

residual stress onto the surface or into the bulk of the

materials [13]; the influence of these kinds of stress on the

electrochemical properties of electrodes needs to be eval-

uated carefully.

In this work, we treated Cu foils with ultrashort laser

pulses to form a series of dot structures and investigated the

electrochemical performances of graphite anode films

coated onto those structured Cu foils as a function of the

period of the dot pattern.

2 Experimental

2.1 Ultrafast laser processing of Cu foils

Laser structuring of Cu foils was performed at KIT, while

the battery grade Cu foils with a thickness of 10 lm were

purchased from Oak-Mitsui (Japan). An ultrafast fiber laser

source (Tangerine, Amplitude Systèmes, France) with a

maximum average laser power of 35 W operated at a laser

wavelength of 1030 nm was used in the experiments.

Various types of dot patterns with varying pitch periods

were generated by single pulse ultrafast laser ablation at a

wavelength of 515 nm, a laser fluence of 10.7 J cm-2, and

a pulse width of 380 fs. After ablation by single pulse laser,

nano-sized concavities and surface ripples were formed,

and different pitch distances were realized as a function of

laser scanning speed and pulse repetition rate.

2.2 Anode preparation

All anode components were commercially available. Arti-

ficial graphite was purchased from MTIXTL USA, with a

specific capacity of 338.6 mAh g-1, and its D50 was about

20 lm, CMC (carboxymethyl cellulose) and SBR (styrene-

butadiene rubber) also from MTIXTL (USA), and carbon

black (C45) from IMERYS (Switzerland).

To obtain results relevant for industrial application, a

typical recipe close to industrial ones was selected, thus

graphite: C45:CMC:SBR = 90:4:2:4 in weight percent. 3

wt% CMC solution was first prepared. Graphite and C45

powders were weighed and dry-mixed, then CMC solution

was added to the mixtures with a certain amount of

deionized water. The mixtures were stirred magnetically

for 4 h, SBR solution was then added into the suspension

and mixed again for 1 h. The ratio between solids and

liquid in the final slurry was about 50:50 in weight, and the

viscosity of the shipped slurry was about 2000 mPa s. The

slurry was coated both onto the structured copper foils and

the reference foil using the doctor blade method with a

fixed gap of 120 lm. After solidification in air, the dried

anode films were transferred to an oven and dried at 120 �C
for 30 min under vacuum. To investigate the influence of

the laser ablated structures on the solidification of anode

slurries on the Cu foils, a mode coating was designated

where a drop of slurry was deposited onto a punched Cu

foil as shown in Fig. 1. All electrodes were subsequently

analyzed with XRD (Producer: PANalytical; Mode: X’Pert

Pro) before and after drying. To minimize the influence

from the drying process during the XRD measurements,

only a limited range from 42� to 46� of diffraction angles

Fig. 1 Sample view for XRD measurement before dropping of anode

slurry (inset) and after drying of slurry (the white scale bar is 15 mm)
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2h was investigated, including the specific diffraction

planes (100) and (101) of crystalline graphite, and so it

took only 2 min for each analysis. This prevented the other

samples from drying out before they could be measured.

The dried anode films were calendared at 120 �C. The
final film thickness was almost half of the thickness before

calendaring. Circle electrodes with a diameter of 15 mm

were punched and weighed, the density of the punched

electrodes was around 6.0 mg cm-2. The punched elec-

trodes were dried in vacuum at 120 �C for 12 h before

being transferred to a glove box (MBraun, MB 200G,

Germany) to be assembled into coin cells.

2.3 Coin cell assembly

The 2032 type coin cells were assembled in the glove box

under a controlled atmosphere of O2 (\0.6 ppm) and H2O

(\0.1 ppm). Lithium (Li) foils with a diameter of 16 mm

and a thickness of 45 lm (MTI Inc.) were used as counter

electrodes, and three layers of separator (20 mm in diam-

eter, Freudenberg GmbH, Germany) were sandwiched

between punched anode films and Li foils. 12 drops

(120 lL each) of electrolyte (LP30, EC:DMC = 1:1, 1 M

LiPF6, Sigma-Aldrich GmbH, Germany) were applied to

wet the working electrode and separators, and was con-

firmed to be enough to keep close contact between working

electrode and counter electrode in the housings of the coin

cells.

2.4 Microstructure analysis and electrochemical

characterization

The microstructures of the laser ablated patterns on the Cu

foils and the interfacial microstructures between graphite

particles and structured Cu foils were analyzed with a SEM

(FEI XL30, Germany). For the latter one, the anode films

were removed from the Cu foils by Scotch paste method.

The adhesive force of the anode films was measured with a

90� peel-off test method using a universal testing machine

(10T, UTS, Germany) to evaluate the tensile adhesive

strength between the composite coating and the laser

ablated current collector. During the experiment, the anode

film was stuck to the adhesive tape and the end of the

electrode (coating and current collector) was fixed to the

mechanical testing machine load cell. The force F to sep-

arate the anode materials from the current collector was

oriented perpendicular to the electrode surface and enabled

us to calculate the tensile strength r by the following

equation:

r ¼ F=d

where d is the width of the adhesive tape. Three tests

were performed for each kind of current collector

surface structure under a testing speed of 50 mm min-1.

After testing, the percentage of the residual graphite

particles on the structured Cu foils was analyzed with

image processing software through assigning different

colors to graphite particles and Cu foil respectively

[14].

The electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) of the

coin cells were measured with an impedance analyzer

(Princeton Application Inc., USA) in a frequency range of

10-2–106 Hz with 10 mV as the oscillation voltage. Cyclic

voltammetry (CV) was performed by using an electro-

chemical station (AMTEK Inc., USA), with a sweeping

rate of 50 lV s-1 between 1.5 and 5 9 10-3 V for three

cycles. C-rate and cycling tests were performed with a

battery tester (Model: Series 4000, Maccor Inc., USA). A

harsh C-rate test protocol was adopted: the coin cells were

charged to 0.01 V, then discharged to 1.5 V both with the

predefined currents, no constant voltage charging and no

rest procedures were included. Cycling tests were per-

formed between 1.5 and 0.01 V at C/2, where during

charging a constant current procedure (CC) was adopted

until the cell voltage reached 0.01 V; the cell was then

fixed at this voltage till the charging current decreased to

0.01 C (CV). During discharging, a CC was adopted; a rest

for 5 s was performed between charging and discharging

procedures.

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Microstructures

Figure 2 shows SEM images of the untreated Cu foil used

as reference, laser structured Cu foils, and the laser struc-

tured Cu foil after removal of graphite particles. The ref-

erence foil shows typical characteristics of a rolled Cu foil:

strips due to the rolling process (Fig. 2a). The micro/nano-

structures of the Cu foil shown in Fig. 2b–d are typical of

ultrafast laser ablated patterns. Within the 20 lm spot of

laser ablation of, self-assembled surface ripples and con-

caves are formed as shown in Fig. 2e where their root mean

square roughness (RMS) is around 180 nm and the depth of

the nano-pore structure can reach 500 nm [15], and an

increased Cu foil surface is generated. The uniformity and

controllability of the laser ablation technique is confirmed

in Fig. 2d.

In Fig. 2c a dot pattern with a period of 50 lm is shown

and the actual distance between the edges of neighboring

dots is about 30 lm. This value almost disappears in the

case of the dot pattern with a period of 25 lm as shown in

Fig. 2d. In Fig. 2f, the Cu foil is exposed after peeling-off

of the anode film and two dots could be found, as labeled

by the red dashed circles.
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3.2 XRD patterns

The XRD patterns of wet slurries and dried films on the Cu

foils with different patterns are shown in Fig. 3, where the

lengths (25, 50 and 75 lm) in the legend of the figure refers

to the dot period on the structured Cu foils, as in the fol-

lowing text. The characteristic diffraction peak of the Cu

(111) plane is also detected around 43�. In Fig. 3a, the

absolute intensity of the diffraction peak of Cu (111) in the

reference sample is the strongest, followed by the samples

of 75, 25, and 50 lm respectively. For the dried anode

films, the same sequence is observed, as shown in Fig. 3b.

The result implies that the crystallinity of Cu foil is

weakened by ultrafast laser ablation, and the higher the

intensity of the dot array, the weaker the diffraction

intensity of the Cu (111) plane; however, there is an

exception for the 25 lm sample, whose corresponding

diffraction intensity of Cu (111) is higher than that of the

50 lm sample. A slight expansion of the Cu crystalline

lattice is induced for both the 75 lm and the 50 lm sam-

ples, where the diffraction angle is shifted slightly towards

a lower value, but not for the 25 lm sample. It might be

due to a transition from localized tensile stress on the

surface of structured Cu foil to fully developed 2D tensile

stress, which released the tensile stress on pitch dots in the

25 lm sample. Therefore, tensile stress is developed in Cu

foils during ultrafast laser ablation, and the most pro-

nounced effect in terms of weakening of the Cu (111)

diffraction peak and expansion of lattice is found in the

50 lm sample. In the dried, densified anode films the

absolute intensity of the diffraction peak Cu (111)

decreases; however, the sequence of absolute intensity of

the diffraction peak remains unchanged.

Another phenomenon related to the evolution of the

diffraction peaks of graphite (100) and (101) is observed in

Fig. 3. After drying, the diffraction peaks in the 50 lm

Fig. 2 SEM images of Cu foils.

a Reference; laser-induced dot

pattern with a pitch period of

75 lm (b); 50 lm (c); 25 lm
(d); e detailed view of one laser-

induced dot; f laser-induced
dots with a pitch period of

50 lm, after peeling-off of

anode film
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sample are the strongest, whereas in the wet films all those

diffraction peaks almost have the same intensity, since the

graphite particles are still floating freely in the suspen-

sion—all from the same slurry batch. Since the diffraction

peaks of graphite (100) and (101) planes correspond to the

layered structures in the graphite particles (or c axial)

perpendicular to the surface of the diffraction plane (here

the Cu foil), a higher diffraction intensity means a higher

fraction of their c-axis oriented particles in the dried films

[16]. This orientation of graphite particles relative to Cu

foil would help to reduce the tortuosity of the Li-ion dif-

fusion path in the electrolyte, improving electrochemical

performance [17]. The capillary force generated during the

drying process through the evaporation of solvent from the

anode slurry might help to facilitate this re-orientation

process.

3.3 Adhesion force of anode films

Figure 4 compares the tensile strength of films deposited

on the ultrafast laser ablated Cu foils as a function of dot

period. All ablated samples led to improved film adhesion

in comparison to the reference sample due to the increased

interface between graphite particles and Cu foil. The

ultrafast laser ablated surface with a dot period of 50 lm
shows the highest adhesive force of 12.1 N m-1, which

amounts to an increase of about 30% against the reference

(9.1 N m-1). According to the contrast difference between

the components as seen in the SEM pictures, the graphite

particles and exposed copper surfaces were assigned red

and green, respectively. Then, statistics of the color anal-

ysis of the SEM images was performed to calculate the

relative amount of residual graphite on the Cu foils; see

Fig. 5. The ultrafast laser ablated Cu foil with a dot period

of 50 lm revealed the largest amount of residual graphite

particles at 28%, compared with only 17% in the reference

sample. The amount of residual particles and the tensile

strength as function of surface pattern show a similar

functional behavior as shown in Fig. 4. The surface per-

centage of residual graphite particles could serve as an

indicator for evaluating the adhesive force between Cu foil

and anode film.

3.4 Electrochemical characterization

Figure 6 compares the electrochemical impedance spectra

(EIS) of four coin cells acquired after 3 CV measurements

at nearly 100% SOC for different dot periods on the laser

structured Cu foils, where the scales of Z’ and -Z’’ were

strictly kept identical to give reasonable appearances of

EIS spectra. All EIS spectra show a similar configuration

with one semicircle implying that the impedances of charge

transfer and that through SEI film were overlapped and

couldn’t be distinguished clearly, and their electrochemical

impedances are in the same order of magnitude. The 50 lm
sample shows the smallest impedance (*140 X cm-2),

followed by the 75 mm sample (*204 X cm-2), and ref-

erence sample (*255 X cm-2), the 25 lm sample shows

the highest impedance (*310 X cm-2). It is obvious that

the formation of dot arrays on the surface of Cu foil via

ultrafast laser ablation can reduce the electrochemical

impedance between graphite particles and Cu due to the

Fig. 3 Comparison of XRD patterns of anode film on different Cu

foils a after coating and b after drying

Fig. 4 Tensile adhesive strength of anode films and amount of

graphite particles (surface percentage) after 90� peel-off test as

function of surface pattern (dot patterns with different pitch distance

and reference surface)
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increased interface there. However, a further increase of

dot density increases the electrochemical impedance again

as in the 25 lm sample. This might be ascribed to the

weakening of the metallic conductivity of Cu after laser

ablation since the Cu surface is almost totally covered with

the ripple structure in the 25 lm sample as shown in the

inset of Fig. 1b. The results imply that a balance needs to

be found between the advantages of enlarged graphite—Cu

interface area and the reduced Cu foil conductivity.

Figure 7 compares the cyclic voltammetry CV curves of

the anode films on Cu foils with different dot periods. It is

observed that the anode film on Cu foil with a dot period of

50 lm has the strongest lithiation (*396 lA cm-2

@ *142 mV) and de-lithiation (*538 lA cm-2

@ *292 mV) peaks, followed by the 75 lm sample; the

25 lm and reference samples, however, have lithiation and

de-lithiation peaks of the same intensity. The sequence of

the lithiation and de-lithiation peaks coincides well with

the EIS results.

The discharging capacities of those anode films under

different current densities are compared in Fig. 8.

According to Fig. 8, the 50 lm sample has the highest

discharging capacity, especially when the discharging

current is increased above C/5, although at C/10 there is

almost no apparent difference between those anode films

except that the 75 lm sample almost shows the lowest

capacity. The result is consistent with the EIS and CV

Fig. 5 Typical SEM images (a,
c) and corresponding contrast

images b, d of reference (a,
b) and 50 lm sample (c, d) after
90� peel-off tests

Fig. 6 Comparison of EIS patterns of anode on different Cu foils

Fig. 7 Comparison of CV curves of anode films on Cu foils with

different dot periods
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measurements and confirms that the improved interface

between structured Cu and graphite results in lower elec-

trochemical impedance, which contributes to better C-rate

performance. However, in general, the capacities under

different current densities are unexpectedly low, two rea-

sons might contribute to this results. The first one is that an

industrial comparable recipe with high loading of graphite

(90 wt% instead of 70 or 80 wt%) was adopted, and fol-

lowed by a high coating weight per unit area; secondly

since no CV and no rest steps were conducted during

C-rate measurements, a time dependent polarization accu-

mulation phenomenon might happen as observed at higher

C-rate tests (C/2 and C), but not at lower C-rate tests (C/10

and C/5). Due to the extra low capacities around only

40 mAh g-1 after 5 cycles at 1 C test, measurements at

higher C-rates were not continued.

According to Fig. 9, the anode film on Cu foil with the dot

period of 50 lm shows the highest capacity retention until

100 cycles; *258 mAh g-1 remains, in contrast

with *198 mAh g-1 in the reference cell, *167 mAh g-1

in the 25 lm sample, and 71 mAh g-1 in the 75 lm sample.

Although the result agrees well with the previously described

electrochemical measurements, the performance ranking in

capacity retention of anode films as a function of cycles is

somewhat different from that in EIS, CV, and C-rate mea-

surements. Further in-depth investigation is indicated.

Based on the previous results of XRD, adhesive force,

and electrochemical characterization, it is confirmed that

the surface modification of Cu foil via ultrafast laser

ablation benefits the adhesion between graphite particles

and Cu foil, and reduces interfacial impedance. The best

result is achieved with the 50 lm dot period. Since the

particle size of our graphite powders is around 20 lm [18],

which is similar to the space between dots in the 50 lm dot

period Cu foil, this might indicate geometrical matching

between the graphite particles and the patterning configu-

ration of the Cu foil substrate. This kind of geometric

consistency would ease re-orientation of graphite particles

towards the direction perpendicular to the Cu foils, thus

favoring the diffusion of Li? in the anode. It is therefore

suggested that for finding the optimal structuring parame-

ters by ultrafast laser ablation of current collectors for

further application in lithium-ion batteries, the character-

istic parameters (here particle size) of the active materials

should be considered and evaluated. A theoretical analysis

and practical measurements of particle orientation and its

evolution during coating, drying, calendaring, and the

following electrochemical processes might help to build up

knowledge in advanced electrode engineering.

On the other hand, the results of all electrochemical

analysis are not fully consistent with each other, and also

with the adhesive force. For electrochemical characteriza-

tion in relatively steady processes (CV and EIS), the gra-

phite electrode with a periodic spacing of 75 lm showed

the reasonable performances; for relatively fast processes

(C-rate and cycling test), it turned to be the worst.

We believed that these phenomena might be ascribed to

the complicate physical pictures and electrochemical pro-

cesses in the anode films on laser structured Cu foils based

on a systematic view.

In Fig. 4, the adhesion force was improved after the

formation of pitches due to laser ablation, which was

ascribed to the high concentration of SBR in contact with

the Cu foils with increased surface. Since the recipe was

identical in all cases, therefore a higher concentration of

SBR at the interface between graphite particles and Cu foil

meant that a relatively low concentration of SBR in the rest

of the anode bulk. The nano-sized carbon black particles

are usually associated with SBR, the segregation of SBR

along the cross-section of anode film would contribute to a

corresponding distribution or segregation of CB. The re-

distributions of those components in the anode bulk are not

simply linear or monotonic, which results in some com-

plicate changes to electrochemical performances of elec-

trodes. To acquire the accurate distribution of those

Fig. 8 Comparison of C-rate performance of anode films on Cu foils

with different dot periods

Fig. 9 Comparison of cycle performance tests of anode films on Cu

foils with different dot periods under C/2 (charging: 1.5 to[0.01 V

@ C/2, C/2 to[0.01 C @ 0.01 V; constant discharging: 0.01

to[1.5 V)
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components cross the anode film further characterization

such as element mapping through EDAX technique are

needed, which was not included in this study. It is obvious

that the introduction of laser structured Cu foils changed

the distribution of some components especially in small

amount in the anode films during drying process. A com-

prehensive evaluation on electrodes on structured metallic

foils from interface to electrode bulk is necessary to find

the optimized/compromised processing and configuration

parameters. Such a situation is usually encountered in the

mass production of lithium-ion batteries, when the good

manufacturability which high concentration of binder

favors and high energy density which high concentration of

active materials favors are both exerted as two controver-

sial constraints to one recipe. Besides this, the adsorption

behavior of binder to the structured pitches formed through

laser ablation needs to be investigated in depth to provide a

theoretical basis for the application of laser ablation tech-

nology in the production of lithium-ion batteries.

4 Conclusions

In summary, ultrafast laser ablation has been successfully

applied for the surface modification of Cu foil for prepa-

ration of anode films for lithium-ion batteries. Improved

adhesive force is confirmed in anode films on laser struc-

tured Cu foils. The best electrochemical performance as

well as the adhesive force between anode composites and

Cu foil is found in the dot period of 50 lm. This is prob-

ably due to the improved Li-ion diffusion resulting from

the preferred orientation of the graphite particles along the

c-axis, i.e. perpendicular to the Cu foil in the dried anode

film. The potential of this ultrafast laser ablation technique

for lithium-ion battery improvement merits further

investigation.
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